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Abstract. Superconductivity of radical ion salts is now well established in two families of
organic conductors: tle quasi-one-dimensional family to which the prototype marerial
(TMTSF)2PF6 belong.s with Ts in the one Kelvin range and tlre two-dimensional series
with Tg up to 10 K which is illustrared by salts such as (BEDT-TTF)2X i.e @T)2X with
X= 13, AuI2, Cu(NS(')2, etc...We first recall the insubilities which are inherenr, to the
(TMTTF-TMTSDZX series giving as examples the behaviour under pressure of the newly
synthesized mixed sulfur-selenium compound (TMDTDSF)2PF6 and the discovery of a
hidden spin density wave phase in (TMTSF)2Reo4. secondly, we presenr recenr
experimental results about the quantization of the Hall constant in the field-induced
semimetallic states ol (TMTSF)ZPF6 under pressure and the observarion of gianr
magnetoresistance oscillations in the high Ts phase of B-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 illusuaring the
two dimensional character of the latter superconductor.

I-Instabilities

in the (TMTSF)2X

series

Superconductivity has always bcen a strong motivation for the research in organic
conductors since the original suggestion by Little [1] that organic marrer could provide
critical temperatures near ambient, conditions. This driving force has proved o be justified
since superconductivity was indeed discovered in the lK range in 1980 t2l and significant
improvements have been achieved in other materials discovered more recently t3ltal.
However, t}re nature of othe superconducting pairing in organic materials remains (as it is
for high Ts's superconductors) an open question: phonon or non-phonon mediated, singlet
versus triplet pairing, etc..). It becomes clear now that a better understanding of the context
in which the superconducting instability sets in is a major step towards understanding
organic superconductiviry.
Superconductivity is only one among the various instabiliries which are observed ar
low temperature in the isostructural series to which (TMTSF)2PF6 belongs. As shown in
figure (l) the electronic properties of the sulfur or selenium series are illustrared by a
'' generalized phase diagram. The all-sulfur compound (TN[f|F)2PF6 exhibis a marked charge
localization below Tp=290K which is attributed to strong on-site Coulomb repulsions [5]
(1-D quantum antiferromagnet) and the onset of a 3-D spin singlet state (spin-Peierls)
accompanied by a lattice distortion below 19 K[6]. However, lhe Br salt of rhe same sulfur
molecule exhibits a weakcr charge localization below 100 K or so and the onset of a spin
modulated state below l5-19K without any visible lattice distortion[7]. Quite a differenr
behaviour is observed instead with the all-selcnium compound (TMTSF)2CIO4 as no charge
localization is visible above tle superconducting transition at 1.2 K under ambient. pressure.
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The generalized phase diagram reveals two compeLirions between ground srares: Sp
versus sDW on the one hand and sDW versus superconductivity on the other.
The charge lsqalizntisn and the SP-SDW compedtion are governed by the amplitude of
tle Ummklapp scatering term 93 which decreases under pressure
T/K
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Fig.l: Generalized

phase diagram

of (TMTCF)2X conducrors (left) and phase diagram of

(fiVIDTDSD2PF6 showing the reentrance of SDW below the spin-Peierls
srare al7 K and
the subilization of a conducting glound state above 20 kbar (without superconductivity

down

o

0.4K).

and also when moving from pF6 to Br compounds. The sDw-sc competirion is very
likely governed by the interplay berween the SDW phase ransirion temperarure of rhe
e-l-D
conductor and the small energy (=t2/tlD which characterizes rhe deviarion of
the

Fermi surface from perfect nesting[8].

e-l-D

A

recenrly synthesized S-Se hybrid molecule
TMDTDSF has enabled a more rhorough study of rhe sp-sDW compedtion[9]. As
shown
on the phase diagram of (IIvIDTDSF)2PF6, figure 1, a spin-Peierls ordering is ditecred
ar 19
K by its signature in the behaviour of the ESR spin suscepribiliry. However, the narure

the ground state which is stabilized at 7 K is clearly *agniric aciording
the nuclear spin relaxation rate and the observation of andferromagnedc
frstead of a Zeprnan resonance below 7K . The conducting groundshle
low temperature above 2OKbar but no superconductivity hasbeen detected

K. At

ro a divergence

of
of

,rsonan.J modes
becomes stable ar
so far down rc 0.4

we can think of two possible interpietarions for the absence of
superconductivity: the paii:breaking effect of the disorder inroduced by the non-symetric
organic molecule or the weakness of the interchain coupling.
The intrinsic existence of the SDW-SC corp"UU6n in rhe TMTSF series is also
revealed by a recent investigation of the phase diagram of the organic superconductor
CTMTSF)zReo4 . This lar,rer sysrem undergoes a superconducting tiansirion-at ( =10 bar)
which is necessary to stabilize the ordering of rhe non cenrosymetric ReO4
anions with the
wave vector (0, V2, l2). Below the crirical pressure rhe stable (ln, If2,lE)
ordering
doubles the lanice periodicity along the chain direcrion and opens u
u, the Fermi level.
present

iup
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The occurence of this anion-ordered semrvonducting state prevents us from studying the
genuine instabiliry of 0re Q-l-D organic

(Tl Tl-1

(sKrl

Fig.2: observarion of a sDW phase in (TMTSe2Reo4 compedng with superconductivity
when a particular cooling procedure under pressure is followed (dotred line with
arrows).
Below 8 Kbar the anions can be frozen ar tow temperanre in the (a, rr2, rz) configuradon
allowing the conducring snrc rc be stable down to the sDW or SC tempe*turi
1t"r4.
Temperature dependence of (T1e-l from 77Se data plorred uersus
(TMTSF)2pF6
for
12s
(circles) and (TMTSD2CIOa (triangles)" The departure from the straighr
line marks the
onset

of 2kp low rcrnperature spin fluctuarions respegrively at 100 and 30 K in pF6 and

ClO4 salrs.

stacks at low temperature. However, following a proper cooling procedure under pressure,
the (0, 12, 112) confrguration of the anions can be preserved at
temperarure evln under
ambient pressure[10]. Thus, an other insulating starc is revealed , figure 2, below 15 K.
It is
assumed that this new insulating sate is analogous to the SDW phase which is
stabilized in

l&

fIMTSF)2PF6 below rhe crirical pressure.
la conclusion, the srudy of rhe (TMTSF)2pF6 and (TMTSF)2ReO+ phase diagrams
have shown that the competition beween andferromagnetism and superconducrivity
is a
firmly established character of Q-l-D superconduclors irrespective of ttri anion
symery. ttre
stabilization of superconductiviry at a Emperarure higher rhan the I ro 2 K *ng, ,""r,
to
be forbidden in Q-l'D conductors such as (TMTSDZX by rhe inrrinsic competirion
wirh
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magnetic ordering. However, the border iine'between SDW and SC phases represents the
optimum situation for superconductivity at, variance with high Ts cuprate materials.
An other fact of this competition is revealed by the contriburion of the low frequency
antiferromagnetic fluctuations to the nuclear spin-lattice rela:ration as shown in figure (2).
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Fig.3: Hall resistance versus magnetic field along the c*axis for two (TMTSF)2PF6
samples (P =9 kbar, T = 0.5 K). The quantized values npne2-tz.9/n kf) per molecular
layer are marked on the right for sample #1. The n = 0 phase is reached above 18 T (left).
Magnetoresistance of the same sample up to 25T (linear scale in the inset).

.{s far as $MTSF)2CId4 is concerned the temperature dependence of (T1T)-1 scales

with 125 in rhe domain where uniform (q = 0) spin flucuarions are responsible for rhe
temperatue depdndence of the spin susceptibility (T>30K)t111. Below 30 K,Zkp spin
correlations contribute predominantly to *re relaxation rate which rhen becomes nearly
temperature independant down to the dimensionality cross-over at = 8 K where a
ibnormalized Fermi liquid description is recovered. As shown in hgure 2, the effecr of 2kp
spin correlarions is even more pronounced in case of (TMTSF)2PF6 Oelow 100 K) ar
ambient pressue.in agreement with the stronger lendency

of that compound

towards

anriferromagnetism.

In conclusion, the proximity between

magnedsm and superconductivity

is

a

remarkable feature of (T"MTSDZX like materials. In addition, NMR sudies indicare rhar the

long range superconductivity order develops in a superconductivity background of strong
antifenomagnetic fluctuations. Some theoretical approaches have used these experimental
facts to propose a pairing mechanism in @vITSF)2X based on the interchain exchange of
antiferromagnetic spin fl ucruadonsl 12].

Ii - Fermiology in organic conductors.
The open and quasi planar nature of rhe Fermi surface of (TMTSF)2X marerials is
iilustrated
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by the influence of the magnetic field on the subility of the conducting qround sate. Figtue
3 reports recent data of Hall effect and magnetoresistance obtained M (fiv1TSD2PF6 under
pressure (when the material undergoes a superconducting transition at 1.2 K[13]. The
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Fig.4: Magnetoresistance of Bi1-GT)213 between 9 and 12 T at 0.38 K and lAI plot of the
peak positions versus integer numbers (left inset). The oscillations become suongly
anharmonic at highfields (right inset).
paramagnetic conducting state becomes unstabte above 5T (T=0.5 K) against rhe formation
of an antiferromagnetic semimetal displaying a sequence of subphases. Each of these
subphases is characterized by a field independent Hall voltage. Furthermore, the Flall voltage
is quanrized according to the law RH=h/Ns2 (N=integer). As shown in figure 3, nol only are

of the plateaus given by successive integers but the magnitude of rhe highest
plateau between 14 and 18 T conesponds rather well to hl2e2 - 12.9 kf)/layer, the value
expected for the quannlm Hall effect (N=l) in the presence of spin degeneracy. In addition,
the ratios

magnetoresistance data show well defined peaks at the fields where the Hall voluge junps r,o
the next plateau. Above 18 T, the dramatii increase of rhe magnetoresistance by aUouffour

orders of magnitude suggests that the N = 0 sute is anained. This state is likely to be
sirnilar to the SDW ground sute cbserved under ambient pressure.
The CIO+ compound behaves differendy at very high fields. It exhibis a reenrance of
the non-ordered phase. The ultra one dimensionalization of the elecnon motion under large
magnetic fields may be responsible for fre reenrrance phenomenon of GMTSDZCIO+.
Other spectacular Fermi surface effects related to low-dimensionality have also been
observed in the @T)2X series. In the @T)213 material superconductiviry can be srabilized at
Tc= 8.1 K in the FU phase provided tlre cooling procedure avoids crossing a transition line
below which an incommensurate lattice modulation develops[14].
Figure 4 displays giant oscilladons of the magnetoresistance which exhibir a perfect
(1/I{) periodicity with t}re fundamental field Ho = 3730 T and a bearing phenomenon
characterized by the much smaller field H1 = 36.8 T[15]. The large amplirude and t]re bearing
phenomenon can both be understood in terms of a tube-like Fermi surface in a 2-D
conductor. For such a situation of anisouopic surface the amp.litude of the oscillarions is
enhanced by
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the facor (me/m412, vvhere rns and ms are respectively the effective mass perpendicular and
parallel to the conducting planes. The beating frequency is related to rhe warping of the rube
and thus to the interplanar coupling, narnely H1/Hg a Lal:". For the data in figure 4 a ratio
ra/tc =VO is obtained. The giant magnetoresistance oscillarions emphasize clearly the 2D

nature of the FS of p-(ET)2X superconductors. The two dimensionaliry

responsible

is very likely

for both the absence of competition between superconducriviry

and

..antiferromagnetism (as the latter instability is favoured by the nesting of quasi ptun*
surfaces) and for lhe enhancement of Tg above 8K as the negative effeciof flucruarions is
less severe for 2-D than for Q-l-D ordering. Furthermoren band structure calcularions point
out that the Fermi energy of these 2-D conductors might be located close to a uan-Houe
singularity in the density of states. We believe rhat such a situation should be considered for
the interpretation of the high value of Ts and for ic very strong pressure dependence.

IU - Conclusion
Organic superconductivity is now existing in two families of organic compounds. In the
first series, (TMTSF)2X, the quasi one dimensionality manifests irseif firsr in rhe
competition
befween various ground states which is governed by parameters such as the efficiency of
Coulomb interactions, ttre amplitude of the interchain coupling, etc.. and secondly in the

remarkable held-induced spin density wave states.
The p and r-phases of @T)zX have proved to be two dimensional conducrors afrer rhe
observation of magnetoresistance oscillations which can exhibit remarkably large amplitudes

in case of B-@T)213.

The nature of rhe pairing interaction remains an open question in grganic

superconductors. However, *re existence of srongly developed andfenomagnetic fluctuitions
in (TMTSF)2X materials makes a non-phonon rnediated pairing mechanism quire plausible.
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